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Pharmacology is an important subject in the medical school curriculum. Medical students should develop the ability to sort out pharmacological information and concepts from the overload of information which is presented to them, be able to integrate this information into clinically relevant situations and apply this knowledge in the management of a patient’s illness [1].

In Nepal and the Caribbean, pharmacology is taught during the first two years of the undergraduate medical course. Most universities in Nepal follow an integrated curriculum and pharmacology is usually learned as a component of different organ systems. The curriculum also emphasizes early clinical exposure and there may be a clinical context to the pharmacology learning. In the Caribbean, only a few medical schools follow an integrated curriculum and many medical schools do not have clinical facilities. Traditionally students complete their clinical rotations in other locations, though, many schools are aiming to provide a degree of early clinical exposure to their students in the islands.

Core competencies in pharmacology:

An article published in 1997 had recommended core knowledge, skills and attitudes in clinical pharmacology for medical students [2]. Among the knowledge components were basics of pharmacology, monitoring drug therapy, basic pharmacokinetics, adverse drug reactions, drug interactions, principles of prescribing for different patients, management of the poisoned patient, practical criteria for selecting drugs and drug formularies among others. The skill components were prescribing for various populations, seeking information, use of evidence, writing prescriptions, communication skills and patient adherence to therapy. The core attitudes were the process of optimal therapeutics, taking a balanced approach to therapeutics, and learning for the future. Ten basic competencies for undergraduate pharmacology education were highlighted in a recent article [3]. Among these was familiarity with the national list of essential medicines, an understanding of the process of personal drug selection, understanding and responding to pharmaceutical promotion, ability to use unbiased, objective sources of medicine information, analyze prescribing using simple indicators as a tool for improvement, reporting adverse drug reactions, counseling patients regarding management of their condition and ability to
carry out common pharmaceutical calculations.

**Prescribing skills:**

Prescribing skills are an important competency for the physician and studies have shown deficiencies in prescribing skills among medical undergraduates. A European cross-sectional study conducted among final year medical students showed students had a poor knowledge of drug interactions, contraindications, chose inappropriate therapy for common conditions and made prescribing errors [4]. A study in Nepal found the prescribing skills of first and second year students to be unsatisfactory [5]. Prescribing deficiencies were noted in both the physician and the drug-related components. Confidence in prescription writing was recently studied among interns and house officers in Trinidad and Tobago [6]. Medical interns had greater confidence in their ability and were of the opinion that undergraduate training equipped them to write prescriptions safely and rationally. However, this ability was not measured objectively.

**Teaching-learning of pharmacology:**

In both offshore Caribbean medical schools and in Nepal, pharmacology is taught explicitly during the first two years of the undergraduate medical course. The topic of therapeutics is addressed during the different clinical rotations but formal training in clinical pharmacology and therapeutics (CPT) is not provided. Recognizing the importance of CPT for rational prescribing and for reducing medication errors, many developed nations have introduced CPT learning throughout the undergraduate medical curriculum [7, 8].

The World Health Organization (WHO) and many non-governmental organizations have recognized the importance of strengthening pharmacology education, especially in developing nations. The impact of a short course in pharmacotherapy using the WHO manual ‘Guide to good prescribing’ was studied in a number of countries, including Nepal [9]. Students from the test group performed better than those in the control group with regard to all presented patient problems.

**Learning rational prescribing:**

The process of personal drug selection is an important exercise to teach students to use medicines rationally [10]. An article published in 2013 mentioned that the exercise of personal drug selection was carried out in three medical schools in Nepal [11]. There may be other schools which conduct a few sessions in personal drug selection. Having been an external examiner in pharmacology in Nepal for a few years I can personally attest to the wide difference in practical training in pharmacology in different institutions. My colleagues, who are external examiners in pharmacology, at present, tell me that this is still true.

At a medical school in Nepal P-drug selection, spotter exercises, communicating with a simulated patient, analysis of drug advertisements/promotional material, and analyzing rationality of prescriptions were among the practical exercises conducted and assessed [12]. Some of these exercises are conducted in different Nepalese medical schools. There is a lack of recent scientific literature about the learning exercises and assessment methods in pharmacology which can be an area for future study.
Pharmacology in offshore Caribbean medical schools:

In offshore Caribbean medical schools the focus has been on preparing students for the United States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE) and didactic lectures were the main teaching modality. Things are however, changing with the increasing requirement for accreditation of courses. Offshore schools in general still have the drawback of reduced emphasis on faculty development and unfamiliarity with new methods of teaching-learning. Sessions on faculty development are regularly conducted in some schools and by bodies like the Caribbean Accreditation Authority for education in Medicine and other Health Professions (CAAM-HP). At the Xavier University School of Medicine, Aruba sessions on personal drug selection, patient counseling and analysis of drug advertisements were regularly conducted. Many pharmacology educators in the Caribbean unfortunately may not have the knowledge or the expertise to conduct these sessions. So a regional workshop on newer methods of pharmacology learning and the expected competencies of pharmacology education for medical undergraduates is required.

Pharmacology learning during the clinical years:

Teaching-learning of CPT during the clinical years poses many challenges. Most pharmacology departments in Nepal struggle to conduct sessions for different groups of health science students during the first two years. Also postgraduate training in Pharmacology does not emphasize clinical pharmacology and pharmacologists are not involved in ward rounds and patient centered activities in most institutions. Hence pharmacologists may not have sufficient knowledge and skills in clinical pharmacology. Also not all institutions have a well functioning pharmacovigilance and drug/medicine information centers and postgraduates may be inadequately trained in these activities. Hence pharmacologists may lack the time, resources and training to contribute to clinical pharmacology teaching during the clinical years. Also many institutions hire pharmacists and PhDs for pharmacology teaching. These individuals again may not have adequate exposure to and knowledge about clinical pharmacology due to lacunae in their training.

In offshore Caribbean medical schools, teaching hospitals and drug information and pharmacovigilance centers are not present. As mentioned previously the traditional focus has been on preparing students for licensing exams and the dominant teaching modality used is didactic lectures. Clinical rotations are conducted in hospitals in other countries and pharmacologists are not fully aware of the medicine use situation in these countries. Hence incorporating a certain amount of clinical pharmacology education during the clinical years is more challenging. Pharmacology learning during the basic science years is mainly focused on basic pharmacology and addressing important concepts. Addressing rational use of medicines (RUM) during the clinical years can make the learning more focused and clinically relevant. Studying medicine use in ‘real’ patients will evoke greater student interest and participation.

New medicines:

Another major challenge is the rapid proliferation of new medicines and biological agents. Cost constraints may limit their use in developing countries. Many of these
medicines act by modulating the immune system. Understanding these medicines and staying up-to-date with recent advances is increasingly challenging for pharmacologists. Pharmacologists like other doctors should develop adequate self-directed learning skills and should have access to objective, independent sources of medicine information. Institutions in Nepal have full access to the HINARI program of the WHO which can address important information needs. In the Caribbean, a few low to middle income countries have subsidized access to HINARI.

In this editorial, the author has provided an overview of important challenges in pharmacology education for medical undergraduates in Nepal and the Caribbean. Ensuring that all institutions follow university recommendations is a challenge in Nepal while creating a core syllabus which will provide an adequate grounding in RUM is the challenge among offshore Caribbean medical schools.
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